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Introduction 

HEN surnames began to come into general use in England. from the 
twelfth century onwards. they were derived from four main sources. 

Firstly. they might include the name of a parent (usually the father) with the 
sufix ‘son' or, much less frequently, ‘daughter’. Such names are now very 
common - Johnson and Robinson for example Secondly. names such as 
Redhead might be derived from the physical characteristics of an individual. 
Thirdlv. the names might describe a nude or occupation. such as Farmer, 
Butcher and Smith: such names are both numerous and common. Fourth. 
many names were taken from the place where an individual lived. or where 
he and his family originated. It is with this last group. the locative surnames 
(Earn the Latin locus, a place) that this article is concerned. 

Historians have paid particular attention to surnames derived from trades 
and places. because of the evidence which these may afford for the social 
and of “ ‘ - ' ‘ Often the early 
forms of such names give information about the trades of a town and the 
origins ofits people at a time when other sources are lacking or insufiicient 
However, all such evidence must he used with extreme caution. because 
once a surname was fixed (that is, was passed on to a subsequent generation 

' ‘“ it no longer ‘ ’ a direct ' with a trade or place. 



John le Butcher may have been a butcher, but his son William Butcher might 
have been a draperr Surnames lost their original meaning as soon as they beanie 
haeditary, and a problem for any himrian is that it is usually irnposible to identify 
the precise time when such a change took place.1 

Nevertheless, although loative surnames are not reliable when taken individu- 
ally, they can reveal much in general tem'u about patterns of migration in the 
medieval period. This is beause such names usually imply ‘difl’erentnen’. in 
medieval Preston there would have been no real point in calling people ‘de 
Preston', since many hundreck of people would have come into that category. 
Instead. people would be called ‘de Preston’ when they lived in another town 
but originated in Preston. Those people with locative surnames who were in 
Preston usually had names which reflected their origins elsewhere — ‘de Walwn'. 
for example — because that was what made them clisn'nctive.2 

Another group of surnames is related to the locative names. These are the 
‘topographical’ names, which indicated where an individual lived within the 
immediate locality. In medieval records they very often have prefixes such as 
‘de le' (or the contraction. ‘del'). or the English equivalent of these, ‘atte' or 
‘at'. This produces names such as ‘William del more'. and from these are derived 
a large range of modern surnames. such as Church, Ford, Hill. Green. Field, and 
Street. These local names were often used to difl'erentiate people with the same 
first name, and they reflect very spedfic local topographical features and landmarks 
which would have been immediately identifiable to everybody. 

Finding the surnames used in the towns and villages of medieval Lancashire 
can he a difficult task. because for this county the documentary record is often 
less adequate than for the areas flirther south. We are generally reliant upon 
fiagrnentary evidence, and comprehensive listings are rare - the most useful for 

' The definitive work on Lancashite surnames is k McKinley. The Surnames oflnnmshire 
(1981), vol. IV in the English Surnames series. It is an exhaustive worln with a dense text 
and innumerable examples, but regrettably there is little consideration of the implications 
of the patterns and instances of surnames which are investipted. A very lengthy d‘ucussion 
oflocative surnames is given on pp. 77—184 

2 The main exceptions to the principle that people were given locan've names to refer to 
their origins elsewhere are found in the cases of gentry families who were the chief 
landowners in a community. Such Emilie: were very fiequendy named after ‘their' place 
-asinthemmplesofthechfionsofcli&mtdae ChotleysofChodey,andtlaehthonis 
of hadron 



the county as a whole are the subsidy liss of 1332. The problem is compounded 
by the fact that many ofthe lisn'ngs cover only the upper rahks ofsociety - they 
are taxation retums and administrative records and the poorer people are therefore 
excluded or were irrelevant to the purpose of the exercise. It is considerably harder 
to find the names of those in the lower levels of die social hierarchy. 

The Preston Guild Roll of I397 

and the de Hoghton deeds 

Among the best available sources are the Preston Guild Rolls, which survive 
Earn the later medieval period and include the names of hundreds ofindividu— 
als. The first which is extant is the Guild Roll of [397, although there must 
have been comparable lists — now unfortunately lost — from before that date.‘ 
The Guild Rolls are, however, a difficult source, They are the lists of Guild 

L and were r" “ only very' ’ ‘ ‘ ,at the ‘ ' ’ ofthe 
Preston Guild. Membership was hereditary, and the lists are arranged by type 
of guild burgess and then by family groups, There are three main categories: 
those whose fathers were members at the time of the previous Guild; those 
who were being formally admitted to the Guild for the first time; and those 
described as Bugms’ Far-ins’ [fon'nm] (that is. the out— or foreign burgesses. 
those who either lived outside the town or were the descendants of such 
out-dwellers). In terms of surnames our problem is that under the hereditary 
system in-burgesses (originally those who dwelled within the borough bound- 
ary) might live out, while out—burgesses might live in — the categories remained 
‘ ’fiom ' to ' audthus‘ "' ’thestatusofthe 

first guild member to be admitted from that family} 

' The 1397 Preston Guild Roll is in the Ianmshire Record Ofice ref. CN‘P/a/r/r. it 
was transcribed and published in the nineteenth century: Wt Ahflm. The Rail: 1115mm 
.1 the Guild: Merchant of the Borough 2f Rama, RSLC volt IX (I884). PP‘ 1-7. Abnm‘s 
nameripdon is not entirely satisfactory, since in the many places where he could not read 

a a word he simply inserted the symbol .0,  while in other instances he misread names. 
More detail about the orphisadon and documentation of the medieval Preston Guild is 
g'ven in A. Crosby. The Hislury qnmn Guild (1991). pp 4-26. 



Thus there is a particular difficulty with surnames: we cannot readily tell which 
of the Guild members were living in the town. since by [397 the in- and 
out-burgess labels were already meaningless in practical and geographiml terms, 
and the Guild Rolls do not usually specify place of residence (they did not regularly 
do so until the late eighteenth century). We therefore have a valuable list of 
sumames, but find serious obstacles in the way of analysing them. However, 
nothing daunted, it is worth considering the information which the 1397 Guild 
Roll gives, even if our conclusions must necessarily be hedged around with caveats, 
reservations and qualifications. 

In order to provide additional information, however, it is helpfiil to turn 
to what is probably the largest collection of Preston property deeds from the 
period — those in the de Hoghton collection at the Lancashire Record Oflice. 
The deeds have been calendared, and arranged by township — not always a 
very satisfictory idea, but usefiil in this instance.‘ For the present research the 
names of the parties and witnesses to the Preston deeds have been analysed for 
the period 1280—1400, with an attempt to exclude those who are clearly not 
Preston residents — as, for example, the witnesses where a deed is signed in 
some place other than Preston itself. Predictably enough, many of the surnames 
are those which are also found in the Guild Roll of 1397, but a further twenty 
can be identified which are not duplicated. 

de Hoghwn 
Preston Guild deeds 

Roll 1397 ratio-moo" Total 
No of name: 71 an 91 
No of names unidentified 7 5 ‘3 
Locative names 65 16 8 :  

T r ' ' ' names 6 4 m 

" Only those names not also found in the Guild Roll are given 

These two sources together produce a list of ninety—one difi‘erent surnames 
which clearly relate to places and locations. Of these ten are almost certainly 
topographical. and another eleven are definitely or probably derived &0m 

' 1 .  H. Lumhy (ed.) A Calendaqflkdeedrmdm in lhepanzsflmafsirjmdefloghm, 
Ban. (RSLC). 1936.1»- 47-75 



locations within the township and borough of Preston. Seventeen names may 

therefore be considered to be of very local origin. A filrthcr seventy-four names 

can therefore be ascribed with varying degrees of confidence to places oulfide 

the boundary ofthe town. These range from those immediately adjacent. such 
as Fishwick, to the names of distant localities such as London. 

Of the ninety-one names there are twelve which cannot be readily identi- 
fied. As far as can be deduced, these are mainly the names of minor places 
within or immediately adjacent to Preston, and it could well be that a more 
thorough search of the available fourteenth century material in record oflicer 
would help to identify at least some of there.l 

Topographical names 

Most of the topographical names are straightforward: del Greene, del More 
and del Hall. for example. Del Lache [‘of the Leach' or ditch] may relate to 
Leach, which was the old name of Bartle Hall, north west of the town, or it 
might refer to a ditch within the town itself. The surname Seke [Syke] is almost 
certainly derived from the Avenham Syke, the stream (now culverted) which 
runs south of the town centre, Other names are less definite: Knoll might relate 
to a feature in the vicinity of Preston‘ but it is also possible that it is derived 
from Knowlc Green, between Longridge and Hurst Green, and would thus 
be a locative name, The name ‘Kirksteile’, which is found in the fourteenth 
century deeds in the dc Hoghton collection, might be interpreted as referring 
to Kirkslall near Leeds. but in other deeds it is written ‘le Kirksteile', and it is 
in facr quite clearly a local topographical name — ‘of the church stile' [i.e. the 
yteway of the parish church]. 

I The unidentified names are: Ashes; Blundel; Glisten; la Chalet; Feet: Gany [Guild Roll] 
of Gan: Bower [DDHo]: Gebyres; Hyde: W2 mam; Riddyough; and Sylvelsyd. 
lfany mder can 50835! posible identifications for these places I would be very gatefill. 

IO 
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The locative names 

The remaining ‘geographical’ names, the true locative surnames, form much 
the larger categoryt They have been mapped in Figure 1. which shows the 
distribution of all except the few which come from outside Lancashire. The 
pattern which emerges is interesting, and sheds valuable light upon the origins 
of the inhabitants of the town of Preston in the fourteenth century. It must 
be emphasised that the picture given is not, and cannot be. complete — of 
necegity it excludes those who did not have locative surnames, and deficiencies 
in the sources available mean that they can only give us part of the picture. 
Furthermore, the use of surnames in this way does not provide us with any 
indication of the actual numbers of people who were making the moves — it 
is very likely that several people. sharing a similar surname. came fiom some 
of the places involved, and the patterns revealed by the surnames are therefore 
impressionistic. Nevertheless, the number of difl'erent surnames is suficient to 
five a good general picture ofpossible migratory movements during the period 
in question. 

The most striking feature is the short distances involved in many of the 
moves. People were coming to Preston from the adjacent rural areas. and it is 

t h a t a ' , "  ‘ o f t h e r r "  wasmadeupof rr  r 
migrants who had come fiom places which already enjoyed close geogaphiul 
and economic ties with the town. Indeed. several of the townships and localities 
which were used as surnames are now Well within the built—up area of modern 
Preston — mmples include Ashton, Fnhwiclr and Ribbleton, which were then 
separate rural comrmmities. This pattern of vfly short-distance movement was 
one which Preston shared with growing towns all over England.‘ 

‘ A ‘  ' o f t h e “  I ‘ w h i e h  ‘ ’amongthenew 
inhabitants ofeuly medieval Snatford upon Avon is p‘ven in E. M. Cams-Wilson.‘TlIe 
first half-century ofthe borough of Smu‘ord— -upon-Avon' Econ Hist. Rev and set. vol. 
18 (1965). reprinted' in R Holt and G Roster, The medieval town: a read" In English urban 
history 1200-15“ (199:). pp 43-60 David Dymond reaches similar conclusions' in his 
mapping ofloeau've rumamer in Sqllt, where the majority of names found‘ in Ipswich 
and Bury St Edmunds were very local: An Hkran'ml Alla: qf Stimuli: (1988). pp, 68-69. 
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Figure 2 is an attempt, based on the distributions shown in Figure 1, to 
m}: in a more general sense the area from which Preston drew its new citizens. 
The surnames which are derived from place names in the Fylde are, perhaps. 
fewer than might be expected in view of the close connections with Preston 
which that area is known to have enjoyed. However. the numbers of people 
in the I397 Guild Roll who bore Fylde surnames suggest that the volume 
of migration was in fact quite considerable. Most of the townships within 
the parishes of Leyland and Penwortham, south of the town, are also 
represented, but only one place. Meols [North Meols] beyond the River 
Douglas. There is a surprising absence of locative surnames Born the area 
north of the town — only Barton and Claughton appear in the Guild Roll, 

n L with “ m (a minor ' in“ . near f‘ whom 
the de Hoghton deeds. 

These local variations might be attributable to the inadequacies of the two 
sources used, but it is equally likely that they represent genuine difl'erences. 
One pointer to the distortion which can result fi’om the nature and original 
purpose of the source material is the frequency with which names fi'om the 
area immediately east of the town appear in the de Hoghton deeds. Here the 
de Hoghton family had extensive estates, and since the names are mainly those 
of witnesses to deeds it is probable that the individuals were selected because 
they were known to the de Hoghtons. Even so, names from the Ribble valley 
and Blackburn area are a significant component of the Guild Roll list as well, 
and migration from the Blackburn area westwards to Preston is certainly 
indicated. This suggests that in the medieval period the economic influence 
and attraction of Preston extended up the Ribble valley into East Lancashire. 
an impression reinforced by other broadly contemporary evidence such that 
revealed in Rodger‘s work on the extent of the power and influence of Preston 
market.‘ 

A very distinctive feature is the group of names {km the middle Lune valley, 
including Arkholme, Cawood, Wennington and Leek. This at first sight 
appears to be anomalous, since there are no names at all from the intervening 
area, around Garstang, Lancaster and Halton. A possible explanation is provided 
by the surname de Ergham or de Argham (and other variant spelliny). which 

' H. B. Rodgers. "The market area ofPreseon in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries'. 
in Ceagmphl'all Sludier, vol. 3 ([956) pt 20 
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is derived from the township ofArkholme. The Ergham Emily was arguably 
the most impormnt in late fourteenth century Preston: William de Ergham 
was mayor in 1388, 1396—99, 1402, 1408, r413, 1416, 1419 and 1425.1 H e  was 
without doubt the town’s leading political figure throughout the period from 
the mid-1380s to the mid—r4205. 

William was probably the brother of Ralph Erghum, who in 1374. when 
chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, was presented with the living and rectory 
of Preston by John of Gaunt, to whom he was a leading counsellor.2 It is 
possible that the prestige of this Emily, and its influence in Preston, exerted a 
powerful efi‘ect among friends, neighbours and lesser momls in their home 
territory of the middle Lune, and so encouraged movement from their part of 
North Lancashire down to Preston Migration for such specific ‘personal' 
motives is well—attested in later centuries, and there is no reason to suppose 
that it might not have taken place in fourteenth-century Lancashire. 

The presence oflocative names derived from the areas between Preston and 
the Mersey valley, implying that Preston drew a significant number ofits new 
inhabitants from the central belt of South Lancashire, can probably be ex- 
plained at least in part by the existence of the great south-north highway, 
linking Warrington with Wigan and Preston. This route ran down the centre 
of the catchment area. and there was a noticeable scatter of names such as 
Haydoclt, Part, Southworth and Wigan itself, which were derived from this 
district. The old idea that medieval Lancashire was a trackless waste dies hard, 
but it is untrue, and it is perfectly plausible that the line of the modem A49, 
which was already an important national route, provided ready access north- 
wards for migrants. 

On both maps, though, the negative evidence - the large empty spaces 
where no locative names are plotted — is striking. With the exception of Bury, 

I\XIilliamdeErghammayalsohavebeenrnayorinsomeoi‘theothetyarsdun'ngtliis 
period for which all record of the mayoral name is lost: even so his record of an mayoral 
terms remains unequalled in Preston's history. 

2 A. GoodmanJohn Iy'Gaunt: the demise nfpvimely power infaurteenthmlmy Europe (1992, 
p. 250). A. B. Emden, A Biographical Rrgkmqfrhe University 40401:! to an 1500, vol. I 
(1957), states (pp. 644—5) that Ralph was the son of William and Agnes Ergum of Preston. 
He was ordained in 1362 and is likely to have been bom c.1342. so that William. who 
first became mayor ofPreston in 1388. would have been ofthe right age to be his brodier. 
Ralph subsequently became bishop of Salisbury 

Is 



no surnames were derived from places in South East Lancashire or Rossendale, 
and none at all from Saudi West Lancashire, while the absence of such names 
from the lands north of Garsrang has already been noted. This may well be 
associated with the superior drawing power of the larger towns within those 
areas. Liverpool, Manchester and Lancaster, in particular, were themselves 
magnets for the mobile population fi-om their surrounding districts. and 
therefore the possible attractions of Preston were eclipsed. People from South 
East Lancashire, for example, would be fir more likely to gravitate towards 
Manchester, or one of the other growing market towns in their area, rather 
than go the longer distance to Preston. Such a pattern, whereby the catchment 
areas of rival centres did not overlap to any great extent, has been noted in 
other parts of the country: David Dymond notes the phenomenon in the cases 
of Bury St Edmunds and Ipswich, for example,l 

A few people came to Preston from further afield. Of the ninety—one names, 
six are derived from places outside Lancashire. They are Keighley, just over 
the county boundary in the West Riding; Darlington — presumably derived 
fi'om the town in County Durham; York; London; Windsor and Ireland] The 
very limited range of longer— distance movement which this list implies is not 
unexpected Preston was a small town, in a somewhat remote county where 

and a K ' of the were in their infincy 
There was not much incentive for people to come from far afield. Indeed, it 
is more likely that some people fiom Preston would themselves have moved 
elsewhere, to places such as York, Chester, Coventry and London, which 
would unquestionably have offered greater attractions.3 

' D Dymond, op. cit. 
2 Richard Watson has suggested to me that the surname York may have been derived from 

the hamlet of that name near Whalley, but I think this is doubtful- the city of York is 
a more likely origin. 

’ This movement. fiom mn m elsewhere, might in theory be identified by tracing the 
presence of the surname 'de Pmton', but this would be an impossibly lengthy task- and 
with more than three dozen EngliSh places called Preston the scope for confusion would 
be immense. 
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Conclusion 

Although in the fourteenth century Preston was a well-established town. it 
was small, with a population of considerably less than 2,000. Nevertheless, it 
was one of the few major urban centres of Lancashire, a very rural county. 
and as such it represented a place of opportunity and glamour for country 
dwellers. The proportion of locative surnames in the town suggests that the 
movement from the country had been a major contributor to Preston's growth 
in the period before the catastrophic decrease in population which resulted 
from the Black Death in 1348-9. Just as in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. such rural—urban migration was not an evenly spread phenome- 
non: rather, individual towns drew their new inhabitants from specific areas. 
and often geog'aphical and cultural explanations for these patterns can be 
postulated. All these flows of new migrants swelled the numbers within 
Preston, and ' ’ its r Earl and ' i e ' 9  ‘c 9 while — 
we may hypothesise — giving it an increasingly diverse social structure. For all 
in manifold weaknesses, the evidence of surnames provides us with useful 
insights into the medieval development of one of Lancashire's leading towns. 

I7 


